
AQA GCSE DRAMA EXAM: COMPONENT 1
 In your mock you will complete 

Section A (Knowledge and 

Understanding) and Section B 

(Blood Brothers)

 You have to answer :

 4 multiple choice question for 

Section A.

 4 questions for Blood Brothers 

(4,8,12 and 20 marker)

 You have to find the right questions 

for Blood Brothers

 32 marker for Section C.

 Remember to name your work.

 Remember to number each 

questions correctly.



TIMING FOR MOCK
Section A: 5 mins MAX

 Don’t spend too long on this- it is worth 4 marks!

Section B

 6:1 (4 MARK) 5 mins

 6:2 (8 MARK) 10 mins

 6:3  (12 MARK) 15 mins

 6:4  (20 MARK) 25 mins

Section C

 11 (32 MARK) 45 mins (make sure you choose 
the performer question which is question 11)

Remember, the best way to 
approach this paper is to do it 

backwards. 
Start with the longer questions 
that will get you more marks!



SECTION A
 For Section A you need to answer each question by selecting one answer.

 You have 4 questions to answer.

 The questions are on Theatre Knowledge (Stage Positions, Types of Staging, Theatre 
Roles and Requirements of the job roles, Types of lighting, understand a staging 
diagram.)

 You have to write your answers in your answer booklet (lined paper), do not circle the 
answers in the question booklet.

 Example:

 1) A

 2) B

 3) C

 4) B



STAGING:

 How many sides of 

audience does each 

type have?

 What are the pros?

 What are the cons?

 Where do the 

performers stand?

 Do you recognize the 

diagrams?

 Can you name all the 

locations on the stage?



THEATRE ROLES 

 What is their job role?

 What are they in charge of?

 What do they do during the 

performance?

 What is their roles in creating a 

performance?

Playwright

Director

Performer

Understudy

Lighting Designer

Set designer

Costume Designer

Sound Designer

Puppet Designer

Technician

Theatre Manager

Stage Manager



TYPES OF LIGHTING

 Can you name 

different types of 

lighting?

 What are the effects 

of the lights?

 What do the words 

direction, intensity, 

special effects, colour

mean?



SECTION B- BLOOD BROTHERS 
 Who is who?

 What do you know about EACH of these 
character? 

 Characters personalities?

 Performance skills?

 Interaction skills?

 Themes?

 Key moments?

 Set Design

 Costume Design

 Knowledge of the play as a whole



4 MARK

 Design question.

 Focusing on costume, setting, furniture and props or lighting.

 Structure: What is your idea and Why is it appropriate x4

 Costumes (Colour, material, sit, style, time period, quality.)

 Lighting (Intensity, colour, mood, wash, floor, effect and time period)

 Set (Location, setting, backdrop, stage positions, flat, size and scale, colour)

Back up your WHY with a link to 

the CONTEXT which will be 

stated in the question.



8 MARK – PERFORMANCE SKILLS PHYSICAL

Facial Expression 

Gesture

Gait

Posture

Movement

Energy

Stance

Body language

VOCALS

Pitch

Pause

Pace

Volume

Power

Tone

Accent

Inflection

Emphasis

As a performer…
Describe your physical and vocal skills.
Explain your effect. 

Structure: x2
P Performing the role of…
E Explain your character and effect…
A Analysis the skills you will use and quote…
L Link to extract and context…

Write a short list of physical 

and vocal skills at the start of 

your exam, so you can 

remember them and use a 

range of skills.



INTERACTION

Eye contact

Proxemics

Body language

Tactility

PERFORMANCE SPACE

SL, SR, CC, DS, US

Audience

Set

12 MARK SHADED PART OF EXTRACT 

TO SHOW THE AUDIENCE

To create…

To demonstrate…

To show…

Tension…

Comedy…

Relationships…

12 MARK EXAMPLE
P Performing the role of and interacting
with…
E Explain your characters and the effect 
for the audience…
A Analysis the skills you use and use of 
space
L Link to question/extract and context…



20 MARK- PERFORMER ESSAY STRUCTURE

Please 

Quote

Santa 

At 

Christmas!

Point: What is your character? What point are you making 

about your character choices. 

Quote: “Quote” from the extract or link to play as a whole.

Skills/ Specific Detail: What physical vocal/ physical/ 

interaction skills are you using? Why? How?

Audience: How do you aim for this to effect the audience?

Context: Link to context and back to question.   

x3



SECTION C

 You will get a choice of 3 different questions

 You will answer the Performer Question 

which is Question 11

 See some example 32-mark questions on the 

right-hand side



SECTION C



REMEMBER: THERE ARE LOTS MORE REVISION 
RESOURCES ON YOUR YEAR 11 DRAMA TEAMS 
PAGE IN THE FILES SECTION.

MAKE SURE YOU USE YOUR BOOKS TO HELP YOU 
TOO!


